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Abstract
In data centers, workload consolidation is the common method to improve resource utilization. However,
e�cient workload consolidation faces challenges from two aspects: the �rst is the wide variety of
program characteristics; the second is the multiple performance indexes in clusters or data centers, such
as the program performance requirement from custom and the system utilization from the cluster
provider. In this paper, multiple experiments are executed about program performance with restricted
resource usage, and four conclusions are summarized. Then based on the conclusions, two
individualized precise scheduling strategies are proposed for e�cient consolidation. Sche-index2
schedule programs by considering the resource sensitivity hyper-plane on �ve resource dimensions, and
Sche-utility scheduling programs by considering the sensitivity curve of �ve resource dimensions. The
experiment results show that compared with the common scheduling strategy, Sche-index2 can improve
the average performance of the program by 36%, and Sche-utility can improve the average performance
of the program by 27.6%. Meanwhile, both of the scheduling strategies can improve the resource
utilization of CPU, disk read/write bandwidth, memory, and network bandwidth.

1. Introduction
Workload consolidation is the common method to improve resource utilization in clusters or data centers
[1, 2, 3]. In order to consolidate programs e�ciently, scheduling programs to appropriate execution
environment plays an important role [4]. There are some requirements for this kind of scheduling strategy:
(1) the performance of programs should be guaranteed, without dramatic performance dropdown [5]; (2)
server utilization should be improved, at the same time the resource congestion should be avoided [6]; (3)
either over-provision or under-provision is the suboptimal plan, proper provision should be the best plan
[7].

Meanwhile, programs characteristic in cluster and data centers are varied [8, 9, 10]. For example,
programs accessing the database are disk I/O-intensive programs; programs caching data in memory are
memory-intensive programs; programs analyzing images by data mining are CPU-intensive programs;
programs playing as a streaming server are network-intensive programs, and many programs are the mix
of these resource-intensive types. Moreover, when the used resource is occupied by other programs, the
degree of performance dropdown of different programs is different, the performance dropdown of some
programs is big, and the performance dropdown of other programs is small [11]. So, when consolidating
programs, in order to map all kinds of programs to an appropriate execution environment, all the resource
usage of programs should be considered, even more, the degree of program’s performance dropdown
when the used resource is occupied by other programs should be considered.

In our past work, we propose a novel index system to support e�cient consolidation [12]. The novel index
system classi�es the program by co-located program runtime characteristics, then labels the programs
for scheduling. By the index system, the program can be divided by the following method: (1) dependence
on multi-dimensional resources including CPU, disk I/O, memory and network I/O; and (2) impact and
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vulnerability to resource sharing which can be embodied by resource usage and resource sensitivity.
These labels can help in e�cient workload consolidation.

In this paper, with the aim of e�cient workload consolidation, we do multiple experiments about program
performance with restricted resource usage, and get multiple conclusions. Some of the conclusions are in
accordance with expectations, such as different resource does different contribute to a program. But
some of the conclusions are unexpected, such as the resource usage of a program is different from the
resource sensitivity of the program. Then based on our observation, we propose two individualized
precise scheduling strategies to support e�cient consolidation. The �rst strategy scheduling programs by
considering the resource sensitivity hyper-plane on �ve resource dimensions, and the second strategy
scheduling programs by considering the sensitivity curve of �ve resource dimensions. Both of the two
scheduling strategies can improve program performance, resource utilization, and overall system
throughput. The experiment results show that compared with the common scheduling strategy, Sche-
index2 can improve the average performance of the program by 36%, and Sche-utility can improve the
average performance of the program by 27.6%. Meanwhile, both of the two scheduling strategies can
improve the resource utilization of CPU, disk read bandwidth, disk write bandwidth, memory and network
bandwidth.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background knowledge of the
multi-dimension utility combination scheduling strategy. Multi-dimension utility combination. Multiple
experiments are executed and several conclusions are summarized in Section 3, and two individualized
precise scheduling strategies are proposed in Section 4. The experiment method is described in Section 5
and the experiment results are analyzed in Section 6. Related work is discussed in Section 7, and
conclusions are summarized in Section 8.

2. Background
Utility: in economics, utility refers to goods or services to meet people's desires or needs [13]. It is similar
to our observation in section 3, for different programs, the same resource can do different contributions
to performance. If the results of the feasible solution have a variety of possible results value , then 

 is the value of the result for the decision-maker, we call it utility. In a decision problem, in
general, the maximum return value of utility is de�ned as 1, and the smallest return value of utility is
de�ned as 0, utility values are between . In a plane rectangular coordinate system, if the abscissa
represents return value; the ordinate represents utility value, the attitude of decision-maker to return value
can be plotted as a curve, this curve called the utility curve of decision-maker, as is shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1 describes the utility curve of two different programs for the memory, when increasing the size of
the occupied memory, the program’s performance is improved; when the program’s performance reached
the highest, the utility is 1. Different programs have different utility curve, program Data Caching almost
reach its highest performance when memory size is 4G, while ft.C.8 reach its highest performance when
memory size is 8G.

o

u = u (o)

[0,1]
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Multi-dimension utility combination: A remarkable feature of the multi-objectives problem is
commensurability between the objectives. The multi-dimension utility combination [14] can solve this
problem. Assumption that multi-objectives problem has  number of criterions for evaluation, and has 
feasible scheme, then the utility function of criterion for evaluation are , and the sub-utility
value of  feasible scheme under criterion evaluation are

In order to describe the utility of feasible scheme  on the whole, a certain method should be used to
combine sub-utility to the utility. Then reorder all feasible schemes based on utility value. The feasible
scheme with the biggest utility value is the appropriate scheme, which is called multi-dimension utility
combination.

3. Observation
In this section, we introduce our observations based on a large number of experiments about program
performance under different resource restrictions. These observations can help individualized precise
scheduling. The experiment machine is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5506 (Westmere) processors and
8G of memory. These processors include four physical out-of-order cores, and the disk read bandwidth is
137 MB/s, the disk write bandwidth is 120 MB/s, the network bandwidth is 100 MBit/s. The server runs
CentOS 6.5 with Linux kernel version 2.6.32. The programs are selected from NAS Parallel Benchmark
[15], PARSEC [16], SysBench [17] and Cloudsuite [18], and the resources are restricted by Cgroups [19].
The following observations are obtained:

Observation 1: Different resources do different contribute to one program. Some resource is important for
the program, but the other resource maybe not. An example is in Fig. 1, de�ning the program’s
performance of running alone as the baseline, when increasing the CPU capacity from 2 to 8, the
performance of Data Caching only increases 7.5%; when increasing memory capacity from 2G to 8G, the
performance of Data Caching increase almost 100%; when increasing network capacity from 20Mb to
100Mb, the performance of Data Caching increase almost 100%. Moreover, when memory usage of Data
Caching is 4G, Data Caching’s performance is 91.2% of the baseline, after that go on increasing memory
capacity, the performance improves just a little. It can be concluded that CPU capacity does just a little
contribution to the performance of Data Caching; memory capacity is the important resource for the
performance of Data Caching, but when the memory capacity increasing to a threshold, the performance
of Data Caching is no longer improved; Network capacity is the important resource for the performance of
Data Caching, and with network capacity increasing, the performance of Data Caching is always
improved.

Observation 2: The resource contribution to different program is different, some resource is important for
program A, but the resource is not working for program B. Figure 2 describes resource’s (CPU, memory,
network) contribution to program mg.C.8, facesim and Data Caching. Among them, increasing CPU
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capacity can largely improve the performance of mg.C.8, but cannot improve the performance of facesim
and Data Caching; increasing memory capacity can largely improve the performance of mg.C.8 and Data
Caching, but cannot improve the performance of facesim; increasing network capacity can largely
improve the performance Data Caching, but cannot improve the performance of mg.C.8 and facesim.

Observation 3: The resource usage of the program is different from the resource sensitivity of the
program. De�ning the resource usage of the program as the resource consumed when the program
running alone on a server, and de�ning the resource sensitivity of the program as the performance
degradation of the program when the required resources are being occupied by other programs. The
resource sensitivity of a program under novel index system is a sensitivity hyper-plane, and the resource
sensitivity of program on every resource dimension is a sensitivity curve, such as the sensitivity curve in
Fig. 1, the sensitivity curve can be described as a vector. However, the resource usage of the program on
every dimension is a value. In order to compare the resource sensitivity with the resource usage of the
program, a suitable point from the sensitivity vector needs to choose to delegate the sensitivity on this
resources dimension. The lower boundary point is selected to delegate the sensitivity vector. The reason
is that the sensitivity characteristic is varied with different programs, and the sensitivity value on the
upper boundary point of the sensitivity vector is 1. Suppose reducing the restricted resource, if the
sensitivity value is always close to 1, indicating that the program is not sensitive to the resource. If the
resource usage of the program is cut down, the performance of the program would drop down a little.
Conversely, if the sensitivity value decreases to 0 when reducing the restricted resource, indicating that
the program is sensitive to the resource. Otherwise, if the resource usage of program is cut down, the
performance of the program would drop down dramatically. Therefore, the sensitivity value on the lower
boundary point can be used to delegate the range of performance dropdown when the resource is
reduced. Figure 3 shows, in accordance with expectations, the value of resource usage inversely with the
value of resource sensitivity, which means when the resource usage of the program is big, the program is
sensitive; when the resource usage of the program is small, the program is insensitive, such as the
situation of CPU in (a), (b), (d), (e). But con�ict with common expectation, the value of resource usage
does not have a complete correlation with the value of resource sensitivity, such as in (c) and (f), two
programs have the same CPU usage, but they have different CPU sensitivity. Another example is in (d),
network bandwidth usage of Data Caching is little, but the network bandwidth sensitivity of Data Caching
is also little.

Observation 4: Commonly reducing the memory capacity for a mem-sensitive program is fatal to program
performance, but reduce the CPU capacity for a CPU-sensitive program is impressionable to the program
performance, and reduce the network bandwidth capacity for a net-sensitive program is impressionable
to the program performance. In Fig. 4 (a) and (c), when reducing CPU capacity or network bandwidth
capacity of programs, the performance of CPU-intensive or net-intensive programs are drop-down
gradually; but when reducing memory capacity of programs, the performance of memory-intensive
programs drops down dramatically from one restriction node to next restriction node. It gives the
following revelation: the idea of resource consolidation is to make a trade-off between program
performance and resource utilization, which is running more programs in the cluster with the pay of
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pulling down the performance of the programs. When consolidating programs, reducing the resource
usage of CPU, disk I/O and network I/O commonly results in the program’s performance decrease; but
reducing the resource usage of memory commonly results in performance dropdown dramatically.

4. Individualized Precise Scheduling Strategy
We propose two individualized precise scheduling strategies to support e�cient consolidation. When a
new program needs to be scheduled, the schedulers �nd an appropriate node for the program according
to the future knowledge of programs. The future knowledge of these scheduling strategies are all from
the label of the novel index system. The �rst scheduling strategy takes the resource sensitivity hyper-
plane as the future knowledge, and we call it  Sche-index2 for short; The second scheduling strategy
takes the sensitivity curve of �ve dimensions as future knowledge, and we call it Sche-utility for short. At
last, the program can be mapped to the most appropriate node for running. Both methods can improve
program performance, resource utilization, and throughput.

4.1. Scheduling Strategy Based on Resource Sensitivity Hyper-plane

Sche-index2 should not only guarantee the performance of the mapped program, but also guarantee the
performance of the programs already running on servers. With this goal, Sche-index2 should consist of
three components below:

1) Pro�ler. The mission of the pro�ler is to collect the information of idle resource on �ve dimensions, and
report them to the predictor periodically. By making use of common pro�ling tools such as collectl, the
resource usage of CPU, Disk r/w bandwidth, memory and network bandwidth can be easily collected, the
idle resource can be calculated by the overall resource minor the resource has been used.

2) Predictor. The primary objective of the predictor is to predict the program performance if the program
was mapped onto the server. Meanwhile, it has to predict the performance of programs already running
on the server. For the new arrival program, the performance can be calculated by Eq. 1, Serveridle[s][C],
Serveridle[s][Dr], Serveridle[s][Dw], Serveridle[s][M], Serveridle[s][N] are the idle resource of CPU, Disk r/w
bandwidth, memory and network bandwidth, and they are collected by pro�ler. resource sensitivity is a
function to calculate the program performance under the assumption of these idle resources. Under the
novel index system, the sensitivity labeled to the program is a sensitivity hyper-plane on �ve resource
dimensions. The mechanism of the resource sensitivity function is to search the nearest point to the idle
resource and take the sensitivity value of the point as Prog_perf. Prog_perf is the predicted performance.
For the programs already running on the server, the performance can also be calculated by Eq. 1, but the
idle resource is the overall resource of the server minor the resource usage of other programs (including
the new arrival program).

  (1)
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3) Scheduler. The scheduler maps programs to an appropriate server. If the performance value of the
program in server s predicted is lower than a threshold, the server s is dropped and the next server is to be
checked; If the performance value of all programs in server s predicted is bigger than the threshold, the
server s is the object server. Then the scheduler maps the new arrival program to server s.

The pseudo-code of this scheduling strategy is shown in Algorithm 1. For a program to be scheduled, the
server selection process is carried out iteratively over each server. For the �rst checked server s, the
available resource is collected, and the sensitivity of a program on the checked server is obtained by
accessing the 5-dimensional array in the program label using the available resource levels of server s as
the indices. If the sensitivity value is bigger than a threshold, then check the sensitivity of other programs
running on server s. If the sensitivity value of all the programs running on server s is bigger than a
threshold, then take server s as the target server, and then the program is scheduled to that server for
execution.

Algorithm 1. Mapping programs based on resource sensitivity hyper-plane

1: //The resource label is a two-tuple (resource usage, resource sensitivity)

2: //Program resource sensitivity id 5-dimensional array (de�ned as in previous paper) with each
element a sensitivity value at a speci�c resources combination

3: //Threshold_sens is the threshold of sensitivity

4: //Available_resource is a 5-element vector keeping the available resource of the current server

5:   for s=1 to max_server do

6:        Available_resource=the available resources on server[s];

7:        Prog_sens=resource sensitivity [Serveridle[s][C], Serverid-le[s][Dr], Serveridle[s][Dw],Serveridle[s]
[M],Serveridle[s][N]];

8:         if Prog_sens>Threshold_sens then

9:             �nd all the programs running on server s and calculate the resource sensitivity of these
programs

10:           if all the sensitivity value > Threshold_sens then

11:               take server s as the object server;

12:               update the idle resource of server s;

13:           end if

14:        end if

15:        break;

16:  end for
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 Actually, for different workloads, they have their own Equation 1. We had tried to synthetic the
resource_sensitivity into a formula, but at last we gave up because of the relatively big inaccuracy. We
used the following method to get the data of Prog_perf: we had a database about the program’s resource
sensitivity hyper-plane, the sensitivity data from the database were from our multiple experiment record.
when we got the Available_resource of C, Dr, Dw, M and N, we found the nearest point of the
Available_resource in the database. Then the sensitivity data could be used as Prog_perf.

4.2. Scheduling Strategy Based on multi-dimension utility combination

We choose the multi-dimension utility combination to realize our second scheduling strategy because
they have very similar characteristics. Every resource dimension has an impact on the program’s
performance, and the whole resource dimensions have an impact on the program’s performance. This �ts
perfectly with the multi-dimension utility combination. However, there is indeed an inaccuracy between
the sub-utility combination with the utility. Sche-utility is consist of three components:

1) Pro�ler. the pro�ler of the Sche-utility is the same as the pro�ler of the Sche-index2.

2) Predictor. Sche-utility uses multi-dimension utility combination to predict the program performance if
the program was mapped onto the server. For the new arrival program, the performance can be calculated
by Eq. 2, UC, UDr, UDw, UM, UN are the sub-utility function of �ve resources, and u is the utility value of
these available resources, it is also the performance value predicted by multi-dimension utility
combination.

    (2)

The formula is valid in theory because it directly makes use of the multidimensional utility merge model.
The performance of the program on one resource dimension can be taken as a sub-utility, then there are
�ve sub-utility. In order to describe the utility of program’s performance as a whole, we combine sub-utility
to the utility, then the utility is the performance value of the program with the �ve-resource restriction.

3) Scheduler. The scheduler of the Sche-utility is the same as the scheduler of the Sche-index2.

The pseudo-code of this scheduling strategy is shown in Algorithm 2. For the �rst checked server s, the
available resource is collected, by which the sub utility value of CPU, disk read bandwidth, disk write
bandwidth, memory and network bandwidth can be calculated by the sub utility function. The utility value
is the product of the �ve sub utility values. If the utility value is bigger than the utility threshold, then take
server s as the target server.
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Algorithm 2. Mapping programs based on multi-dimension utility

1: //Threshold_utility is the threshold of utility value

2: //Available_resource is a 5-element vector keeping the available resource of the current server

3: for s=1 to max_server do

4:      Available_resource=the available resources on server[s];

5:      utility[s]=1;

6:      for i=1 to 5 do

7:           sub_utility[i]=sub-utility-funi [Available_resource];

8:              utility[s]=utility[s]*sub_utility[i];

9:      end for

10:     if utility[s]>Threshold_utility then

11:          take server s as the object server;

12:          update the idle resource of server s;

13:     end if

14:    break;

15: end for

The advantage of these two scheduling strategies is that they are more intelligent than the common least
load scheduling strategies. In section 3, we delved into the resource sensitivity of the program and got
four observations. The two scheduling strategies proposed in this section take full use of the program’s
resources sensitivity. That is, the two scheduling strategies use the conclusions from the previous
observations to allocate resources. So, the two scheduling strategies will get better performance in theory.
Meanwhile, Sche-index2 takes the program’s resource sensitivity hyper-plane into consideration and Sche-
utility takes the impact of every resource into consideration. Because there is an inaccuracy between the
sub-utility combination with the utility, the performance of Sche-utility wouldn’t catch up with Sche-index2
in theory.

5. Methodology

5.1. Hardware & Software Setup
We use a cluster composed of 4 servers. The server for experiments is equipped with two Intel Xeon
E5506 (Westmere) processors. Our server runs CentOS 6.5 with Linux kernel version 2.6.32.

5.2. Programs Selection and Setup
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Cluster or data centers have a great variety of programs, in order to guarantee authenticity and diversity,
we choose programs from multiple benchmarks. We choose Data Caching, Data Serving, Media
Streaming from Cloudsuite, these scale-out programs are different from other parallel programs such as
PARSEC. Programs from Cloudsuite represent th typical workload of the data centers and have more
complicated resource demand patterns [20], therefore they are of urgent need for our index system to
promote program’s performance, resource utilization and system throughput. We also increase the
heterogeneity of the workload to include the programs from the NAS Parallel Benchmark and SysBench.
Different programs pressure different kind of resource in node, and for different programs, the
performance measurement method is different, for program Data Caching, the performance standard is
average latency; for program Data Serving, the performance standard is operation per second; for
programs in NAS Parallel Benchmark and PARSEC, the performance standard is instruction per cycle.

The purpose of consolidation is to run programs on fewer node, so the experiment scene in our paper
needs a relatively large number of programs. We run 14 programs on 4 nodes, and in order to obtain
program performance all the time with interference, we restart programs after they accomplish. Limited to
the experiment resource, we use only 4 nodes. But the purpose of our algorithm is to �nd the execution
environment that satis�es the performance requirements of the program. For the clusters in the data
centers, our algorithms show good expansibility.

5.3. Compared Scheduling Strategy
we compare three scheduling strategies: �rst, the common least load scheduling strategy, which
scheduling programs by considering CPU usage and memory usage, people call it least loaded
scheduling (ll-2 for short). ll-2 scheduling strategy is a classical scheduling policy, and many researchers
[21] compare their own scheduling policy with it. So ll-2 can be used as a baseline for new proposed
scheduling; the second scheduling strategy not only consider the resource usage of CPU, disk read
bandwidth, disk write bandwidth, memory and network bandwidth, but also consider resource sensitivity
of them, that is Sche-index2; the third scheduling strategy use multi-dimension utility combination to �nd
out the appropriate execution environment, that is Sche-utility. The experiment �rst discusses the effect of
the different threshold values to program performance with scheduling strategies Sche-index2 and Sche-
utility. Then set the threshold as 0.8 with Sche-index2 and Sche-utility, and compare with scheduling
strategy ll-2. In order to guarantee the accurate, our experiments execute multiple times and calculate the
mean value.

6. Evaluation
Figure 5 shows program performance with different threshold ε with scheduling strategy Sche-index2.
The performance is represented as the relative performance compared to the one achieved when the
program is running alone on a server. We de�ne the programs’ performance when running alone as 1.
When the value of ε is equal to 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, the program combination is the same, hence the program
performance is the same. It is because when ε is equal to 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, the sensitivity value calculated
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with Sche-index2 are all without the range of [0.6,0.8]. When the value of ε is equal to 0.9, the last two
programs facesim and x264 in the task queue cannot be scheduled into the cluster, thus the performance
of facesim and x264 are 0. The general trend is the greater the value of ε, the better the program
performance, and the programs may employ more nodes.

Figure 6 shows program performance with different threshold ε with scheduling strategy Sche-utility.
When the value of ε is equal to 0.6, 0.7, the strategy scheduling 14 programs onto 3 nodes,
correspondingly more programs running on a single node, leading to relatively low program performance,
that are 57% and 66% respectively. However, the average performance value is close to the ε value, which
can demonstrate our scheduling strategy can ensure program performance according to ε value. When
the value of ε is equal to 0.8, 0.9, the strategy scheduling 14 programs onto 4 nodes, and the average
performance is higher when ε is equal to 0.9.

Figure 7 shows program performance with different scheduling strategies. The ε value in scheduling
strategy Sche-index2 and Sche-utility are set as 0.8. We can see compared with ll-2, when scheduled by
Sche-index2, mg.C.4’s performance declines by 25.2%, and the performance of other programs improves.
The average performance improves by36%. when scheduled by Sche-utility, cg.C.4’s performance declines
by 35.6%, mg.C.4’s performance declines by 53.5%, and the performance of other programs improve.
Overall, the average performance improves by 27.6%. It is because both of the two strategies consider the
resource sensitivity of �ve resource dimensions. They sacri�ce the performance of a small portion of
CPU-intensive programs to improve the performance of the majority of programs with disk-intensive or
network-intensive natures, which can prove that when making the scheduling decision, considering the
resource sensitivity can improve the overall performance of the entire workload set. Meanwhile, the
difference between the two strategies is, Sche-index2 consider the sensitivity on �ve resource dimensions
at the same time, but Sche-utility considers the sensitivity on one resource dimension at one time, and
multiply the �ve sensitivity value as the evaluation criterion. The experiment results conclude that
consider the sensitivity on �ve resource dimensions at the same time is better than multiply the �ve
sensitivity values.

Figure 8 demonstrates the system resource utilization under different scheduling strategies. Both Sche-
index2 and Sche-utility achieve the higher utilization of the disk bandwidth and network bandwidth. It is
because compared with ll-2, the other two scheduling strategies considers not only CPU and memory, but
also disk r/w bandwidth and network bandwidth. In general, compared with ll-2, by a reasonable
combination of programs, Sche-index2 can improve the utilization of CPU, disk read bandwidth, disk write
bandwidth, memory and network bandwidth by 33%, 77.7%, 21.9%, 50.7% and 20.9%, and Sche-utility can
improve the utilization of CPU, disk read bandwidth, disk write bandwidth, memory and network
bandwidth by 6%, 90.5%, 23%, 50.1% and 18%.

7. Related Work
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In data centers or clusters, in order to improve the e�ciency of workload consolidation, there are some
works about scheduling strategy aiming at program’s performance and program’s QoS.

Scheduling based on the program’s characteristics. Paragon [21] and Quasar [22] used collaborative
�ltering to identify the similarity of the pro�ling program with the known workloads, then classify the
unknown workloads. Based on the above classi�ed information, programs can be scheduled to the
optimal execution environment with minimal interference and maximize server utilization. They
compared two resource provision strategies on the Google computing engine [23]: resource reservation
and on-demand resource provision, and �nd that both of the two strategies cannot achieve optimal
performance and cost. Then they explored the mixed strategy of resource reservation and on-demand
resource provision. Tarcil [24] is the high quality and high-speed scheduler for short and long running
jobs, with the prior information of resource preference and interference sensitivity. Han et al. [25]
investigated how interference in a subset of nodes affects the execution times of the applications, and
predicted program’s performance under interference in a consolidated cluster. Li et al. [26] proposed
adaptive work-stealing strategy tail-control, parallelizing requests by status, system load and target delay.
David et al. [27] used an isolation mechanism to parallelize batch tasks and latency-sensitive tasks. But
they only studied the program sensitivity to the single resources, lacking the program sensitivity to
multiple resources. Tang et al. [28] Improving Application Performance and Cluster Throughput with
Resource-Aware Job Placement. They map the programs to a different server according to the program’s
characteristic. MAGI [29] uses neural networks to monitor and further locate the root cause of
performance interference, and to ensure the QoS of the LC application by adjusting the resource share of
the corresponding application. Runtime system Laius [30] carefully allocates computing resources to co-
located applications to maximize the throughput of batch applications while ensuring the QoS required
for user-oriented services. Tang [31] maps programs to a different nodes based on the program
characteristic.

Scheduling for the program’s QoS. Leverich et al. [32] pointed out that queue latency, scheduling latency
and load unbalance result in the QoS violation. Then they use an interference aware manner to resolve
the QoS violation. Delimitrou et al. [33] proposed ARQ, a multi-class admission control protocol, dividing
applications into classes based on the quality of resources they need, to maintain the QoS of
applications. Rajiv et al. [34] proposed Twig, a scalable task manager to ensure the performance of
latency-sensitive program. Sage [35] uses machine learning to predict RPC to ensure the QoS. Avalon [36]
allocates the "just" core and shared cache space for each query in order to allocate the remaining
resources to execute best-effort applications.

Conclusion
In order to improve the e�ciency of workload consolidation, this paper �rst executed multiple
experiments about program performance with restricted resource usage, and got multiple conclusions.
Then based on the conclusions, two individualized precise scheduling strategies are proposed for
e�cient consolidation. Sche-index2 schedule programs by considering the resource sensitivity hyper-
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plane on �ve resource dimensions, and Sche-utility schedule programs by considering the sensitivity
curve of �ve resource dimensions. The experiment results showed that compared with ll-2, Sche-index2
could improve the average performance of program by 36%, and Sche-utility could improve the average
performance of program by 27.6%. Meanwhile, both of the two scheduling strategies could improve the
resource utilization of CPU, disk read bandwidth, disk write bandwidth, memory and network bandwidth.
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Figure 1

Program performance relative to the running-alone performance under different scheduling strategies.
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Figure 2

Resource contribution to program mg.C.8, facesim and Data Caching.
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Figure 3

Resource usage and resource sensitivity of programs
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Figure 4

Program’s performance varied with differ-ent resource usage
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Figure 5

Program performance with different threshold ε with scheduling strategy Sche-index2
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Figure 6

Program performance with different threshold ε with scheduling strategy Sche-utility.
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Figure 7

Program performance with different scheduling strategies.
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Figure 8

System resource utilization under different scheduling strategies.


